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A. Label all the components of the following chart:

1.     Chart Title                                                    
               3.       Value(X- axis)                                              

5.       Y-axis Labels                                        
7.       Gridlines 

B. Write (T) FOR True or (F) for False:
1. A table of data is required to build a chart. This table is called 
2. Parts of a chart are: 

a. Chart Title is the actual data of the chart. 
b. Gridlines is the graph over which the chart is created. 
c. Data Labels are the imaginary values the bars corresponds to. 

C. Tick () the correct option. 
1. X-axis in chart is also known as 

 Both  ‘a’ and ‘b’ 
2. Y-axis in chart is also known as 

 Both  ‘a’ and ‘b’ 
3. A table of data required to build a chart is called

 Data Series 
4. In Excel 2013, you can customize the placements of various elements like Axis Title, Chart Title, Legends etc. 

through 
 Design tab 

5. In Excel 2013, you can change the color and presentation of various elements of a chart using
 Design tab 

CLASS NOTES 

 

Topic:  Chapter -6 Using charts in Excel 2013
( To be done in Computer notebook )

Label all the components of the following chart: 

                                                 2. Data Label 
                                              4. X-axis Labels 

                                        6.  Value(Y- axis)    

Write (T) FOR True or (F) for False: 
A table of data is required to build a chart. This table is called Data Series. True 

Chart Title is the actual data of the chart. False 
Gridlines is the graph over which the chart is created. True 
Data Labels are the imaginary values the bars corresponds to. False  

A table of data required to build a chart is called 

In Excel 2013, you can customize the placements of various elements like Axis Title, Chart Title, Legends etc. 

In Excel 2013, you can change the color and presentation of various elements of a chart using

6 Using charts in Excel 2013 
( To be done in Computer notebook ) 

 

In Excel 2013, you can customize the placements of various elements like Axis Title, Chart Title, Legends etc. 

In Excel 2013, you can change the color and presentation of various elements of a chart using 



6. You can ask excel 2013 to recommend a good chart that best fits your data, by clicking on _______ button.

  
7. From the following which button is used to add chart elements?

  
8. From the following, choose the correct option required to insert chart title.

 Design tab > Chart Layouts > Add Chart Elements > Chart Title
9. The graph over which chart is created is called

 Gridlines 
10. Charts are ______ of information and data.

 Visual representation
 
 
 
*The above content has been absolutely prepared from home.
 

can ask excel 2013 to recommend a good chart that best fits your data, by clicking on _______ button.

From the following which button is used to add chart elements? 

From the following, choose the correct option required to insert chart title. 
tab > Chart Layouts > Add Chart Elements > Chart Title 

The graph over which chart is created is called 

Charts are ______ of information and data. 
Visual representation 

*The above content has been absolutely prepared from home. 

can ask excel 2013 to recommend a good chart that best fits your data, by clicking on _______ button. 


